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Dear lend:

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
OEPARTMENT.OF PUBLIC WELFAilE

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17120

as.

4

In April of 1977, the Bureau of Child Welfare in the Pennsylvania
Department of Public Welfare', Ttie Milton S. Hershey Medical Center,
the Young lawyers Section of the Pennsylvania Bar Association and Region
III of the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare cosponsored
a seminar on the need for establishing close working relationships among
the medical, legal and social work professions in managing cases of child
abuse.',,The featured speakers_and,workshop leaders, recognized as 5cperts

in thefr respective fields, provided vdluable insight regarding the inter-
dependence of these three professions in providingiservices to abused
children and their,parents.

I.

Realizing the value of the material that was presented, the Bureau
of Child Welfare made arrangements for the publication of the workshop
proceedings.so that others might benefit from the presenOtions. The
attached publicatial canta;ns the highlights of the workshops -- the 'major

concerns, definition of pryblems and suggested solutions.

I wish to extend my sincere appreciation to all thobe who helped to
make the conference a success al'id to the Public Welfare Department's
Bureau of Public Education for editing this material and making all the
avrangements for its publication. Additional copies are available from:

Publications Division
DPW Bureau of Public Education
313 Health & Welfare Bldg.
P. 0. Box 2675
Harrisburi,\PA

/
,Sinc ely.youre

dte

la

Cordon Johnson,'-Director
Bureau' of Child Wqlfare

Office of Cgildren and Youth
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On Aprh 12 and 13, 1977, an Interdisciplinary Wor.kshop on Child Abuse and Wiled was held in Hershey,
Pennsylvania. The workshop was made possible thrOugh the combined efforts of the Pennsylvania Department of
Public Welfare, tht.s Miltoii S. Ilershey Medical Center'of the Pennsylvania State University and the Young
Lawyers Sect ioh of the .Pennsylvania fttr Association. Partial financial support of the prog?am was provided by
the Regional OtTh.'e of Child DevelopMent, U.S. Department of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare.

The purpose of the workshop was to provide a forum through which physicians, lawyers and social workers
involved in child abuse and neglect cduld exchange inforniation, share progress and problems,lind suggest more
effective ways- of carrying out their responsibilities under the Pennsylvania Child Protective Services Low (Act
124 of .197S ). An essential aspect involved in effective implementation is interdisciplinary cooperation. and
communication.

The one-and-all+ day workshop combined Presentations from representatives of the three professions and
participant involvenAnt in small group workshops.

This report Is a L'Olpphation of the presentations and the workshop summaries.

.11
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!INTRODUCTION
,.

1/ranA S. Beal
, -..,,

1 want to welcome each and evety one of you, on behalf of the Department of Public Welfare, to this
Child Abuse and Neglect Woikshop. I want to thank formally the Buran of Child Welfare of the
Ikpai fluent , the Milton S. Ileishey Medical ('enter of the Pennsylvania State University, and. the Young
Lawyeis S4 tion of the Pennsylvania Bar Association for being co-sponsors of this workshop. I want to
also extend a welcome itild thanks to the speakeis, workshop leaders and all people pat Aipating in the
workshops hat will he meeting today.'

A little over time years ago in October 1973 Governor Shapp convened Pennsylvania's first
statewide Governas Confeience on the Rights of Chtldren. Many of you who are here today participated
in that event and helped to shape the recommendationo)for t)c (ion.

One of the major issues explored at that conference Wiis child abuse and neglect. Coneern was expressed
by featmed speakers. panelists and participants about the inefkctiveness of the e-xistiQg reporting system
and the lack of resources to help eliminate abusive behavior on the.part of parents an(I guardianS.

Two specific recommendations were made as part of the plan of action resulting from ihe 1973
conference:

) The establishment of a central registry for child abuse complaints in Pennsylvania and participation in
the development of a National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect.

2) The develOpment of a special poster for display in hospital emergency rooms to alert medical
personnel to-the signs of child abuse and to whoin it .should be reported.

Conferences are often crinciied for their rhetorical emphasis. We all know of reports and
recommendations made as the result of such meetings which lead to no action beyond taking up space on
some ag'ency's bookshelves.

So it is with special pride that I believe we can point Jo the actions that have taken place since the 1973
con le ren'ce.

Not only haw the two specific recommendations 1 just cited been implemented, but a ,comprehensive
statewide reporting system is now in place, an intensive'public edUcation campaign has been implemented
over lhe past year. and an array of special programs and services have been developed.at the local level
through child w agencies, hospitals, community groups and other concerned yrganizations.

I think Penn tia can be proud of the programs and services that are now in place and to those that
aie in piocess 'of being developed to insure that children are protected from abuse and to help eliminate

'abusive behavior. ,

The success of our program is due to many people, sonic of whom have devoted their entire lives to
creating a nurturing and protective environment for children. .

We have been fortunate in this state to have leadership in the General Assembly. Through the dedicated
efforts of Senator Michael O'Pake and members 'of thesCommittee.on Aging andiYouth and Bit interest of
many other senators and representatives. the Clnld Protective Service. Act of 1975 provided legislative
authority for Pennsylvania programs.

'And we have been iortunate tg have the support of a person who has steadfastly fought for the rights.of
all people in this Commonwealth.

At. the 1973 conference, as keynote speaker,"Governor Shapp said: "I do not see these sessions as an end
in themselves, 6ut rather the genesis of a healthy rebirth of interest in the development of programs so that
each child may be able, to develop his or her maximum potential." -

It is largel due to his support, commitment and.concern for Pennsylvania's children that that rebirth
has become a reality. ),

It is-my pleasure to introduce to you Governor Milton J.-Shapp.

7



WEI.CAIMIING REMARKS - GOVERNOR MILTON J. SHAPP

"Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to this workshop on child abuse: In the next day and half you will be
hearing ft 0tH physIcians, attoineys and social workers all experts in the field of child abuse, sad topic
that is finally receiving effective action.

"This topic deals with 4he relationship between the basic social unit of our society. the. family and
the state. In 1973, I sponsored a statewide Confelence on the Rights of Childten. This was consideied to be
a "first-, and I ant pleased to say it led to skittle changes. ,

"On November 26, 1(175, I signed the Child.Protective Services Law which.pnwided a uniforrit definition
of child abuse and required that' suspected cases bre reported'by Dysicians, law enforcement officials Ind
other persons whose jobs bring them into eontact with children.

"This bill tequired the appointment of a guardian for the child, provided new rules for taking a child
into protective custody, and modified the- rides of evidence for child abuse hearings.

"As to be expected, the pas,sage of legislation in this area touched ofPa good dCal of contrOversy. I
vetoed an earlier bill. because it did not satisfy the needs of both children and families. The bill I finally
sigiied was revised five times below it passed.

"The law most likely requires .further change. We have received reports of childreu being'taken from
their parents without justifiable cause. This was not the intent of the law. The intent was to protect the ,

rights of children, but without denying parents their rights.
"One of the purposes of this' workshop is .to get your comments on the apparent weaknesses of the law

and. your suggestioos.and recommendations for possible amendments.
"This legislation was followed in March, 1976, by the opening of a 24-hour, toll-free, child abuse

prevention hotline, operated by the Department of Public Welfare's Office of Children and Youth. This
ChildLine also serves as a central Tegister.for compiling annual statistics.and research data on child abuse for
state And national use.

"Reporting of child abuse alone is not enough. We must have in place a system of services able to protect
the child and to rehahilitate.the- family. The counties, with assistance from the department, arc in the final
stages of developing child proteclive service units within their child welfare agencies. We expect to spend
$16 million a year on providing these services once the county programs are fully operational.

"From 'these efforts, you may be sure that prevention of child abuse has been andkontinues to be a high
priority item in my administration. I hope that the training sessions arianged today and tomorrow by oar
Bureau of Child Welfitre will carefully evaltnite 1..vhent we have done so far in this field and what remains to
be done.

"Child abuse is an ugly topic. Beating and spurning our children goes against the natural order of things
the natural love, -affection and care of parents for their children. It takes io unusual stretch of the

imdgination to understand4hat a society that turns on its chilthen is a society that will noi last.
"I am not, suggesting that American society has been' reduced to this. On the contrary, the.strength of

our nation continues to endure because, for the most part, we arc historically a people willing to work and
sacrifice so that our children can achieve the best in life. But we are a complex, modern society, in which
individuals are subjected to varying emotional strains. These strains, whether they originate from the loss of
a job, the inability -of parents to get along, a feeling of alienation or whatever; too often ate manifested io
physical or mernal brutality towards those lealt likely to defend themselves children.

"This is a fact of life. We cannot ignore it. We cannot pretend child abuse does not exist. Children are
human 'being with very definable rights. When they are abused 'throtigh- some failure in their family's
abilitLes to raise them, they are entitled to some form of recourse. Government and the various social
agencies must step into the breach of a family's distress to provide aid, comfort and protection to those in
need.

"I think it important to note that pinpointing cases of child abuse and resolving adverse situations
benefit 'not only the c'hildren, but often their_parents or guardians. Our ChildLine, for example, has at least
a double use,--A neighbor or bystander can use it to report a potential or actual abuse case. Or a parent or
guardian, torn by urges to lash out at his or her child, can use the phone and be cooled down by a
professional on the other end of the line.

"When we initiated the ChildLine, we also launched a statewide campaign to encourage the reporting of
suspected child abuse cases. The result has been a substantial increase in cases reported. In 1974, more than
2,000 cases were reported. From November 26, 1975, through December 31, 1976, neatly 6,500 instances
of child abuse were reported.

"This increase substantiated what we have suspected for a number of years, which is, unfortunately, that
child abuse is a comma occuffence. In faCt, child abuse ranks number two as the cause of deafh of
children under two. We certainly face an extremely grave situation. .

9 9



"I suspect that the nunther of cases will continue to increase as our reportthg techniques improve. This
means we will have a true, appraisal of the extent ot the problem. The next stage and here much work
remaim to be (Jone is to improve the speed of investigating alleged cases of child abuse and our
effectiveness in dealing with these cases.

"Child abuse is widespread: All of us involved in its prevention are aware of that. Many Pennsylvania
citizens are also aware of the problem through our recent efforts at publicizMg child abuse. Yet,1-.4in.sure
the great majority of our citizens still regard childobuse as a remote problem that has little or no bearing on
their lives.

"If this is so, then people are undei a misapprehension which we should remove. It is a,fact that more
thah 80 percent of all crimes are committed by persons under 25 years of age. Further, if we look into the
hackgrounds of these young offenders, we will find that many of them were deprived or suffered some sort
of abuse, neglect or health-wtardation problem.

"Therefore,pinpointing a case of thild abuse, defending that chitti and providing protection are actions
that benefit not only that particular child, bursociety;at large.

"Child abuse is everybody's problem:The sooner we get that message h-oss, the better.
"As 1 said at the beginning of my remarks, 'we have made progress in recent years in focusing on the

problems of child abuse and formulatilig courses.of action. We have a new Child Protective Services Law, a
toll-free ChildLine and we are funding legal representation foi' the victims of child abuse through the
Governor's Justice Commission.

"But we have only uncovered the tip of the iceberg. Much remains to'be done and I would hope in these
two days of tiathing sessions we are able to improve upon and devise further methods to deal successfully
with child abuse.

"Ki particular, I would like to see sonie concrete recoMmendations on strengthening mir current child
protective services law.

"Thank you."

- 10
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THE ROLE OF THE PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKER

1

'HISTORY

Elizabeth Dairreii, AM, ACSW

The first battered children of record in America were
children who had been indentured either by t len- parents, so
that they could learn a trade, or by officials wh n their parents--
cOuld not care for them because of death or other reasons.

These children were considered servants when they were
old enough to work, but their masters were also their
caretakers and had parental responsibilities.

children and Youth in America (Volunw /),Imblishe'd by
the llarvard UnisVersity Press, contains a number of documents
detailing the abuse that some indentured children suffered.
For example, a 12-year-old boy named John Walker died in
Plymouth in .1655. The description of the damage to his body,
which rivals the Worst physical abuse cases coming to our
attention today, leaves no doubt that John died of inflicted
injury. The. master, found guilty of manslaughter by a jury of
12 'men, was "burned in the haiid' and his possessions were
t aken away..

Richard Parker of Salem, Mass. fared somewhat better. In.
16130 it is recorded that although the Court supported the right
of Richard's master, Phillip Fowler, tO correct Richard, they
cautioned Mr. Fowler not to hang the boy up by his heels like
a beast of slaughter. .

The much mentioned Mary Ellen Wilson was also an
indentmed child. In 1866, at 11/2 years of age, she was
indentured. to a couple named Connolly. Eight years later a

neighbor on her death bed said she could not die happy
without telling someone about the cruel treatment of the child
by Mrs. Connolly.

The.situation was brought to the attention of Henry Bergh,
founder of the Society of Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
As a private citizen he petitioned the court for Mary hen's
protection from the extreme neglect and abuse she was
experiencing.. Mrs. Connolly, whom Mary Ellen had called
"maithi" according to her testimony, was sent to prison for a
year at hard labor, and Mary Ellen was sent to an institution
called, "The Sheltering Arms."

On April t4, 1874, a full account of the trial appeared in
thy New York Times. The attention to this case resulled in the
formation of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children (SPCC) in New York in 1815.

Earlier child rescue seemed more concerned with protectin
adults from children than protecting children from adults. The
Orphan 'Society of Philadelphia was founded in 1814 "to
rescue from ignorance, idleness and vice unprotected and
helpless children." .

Roaming bands of boys in the streets of Boston and other
major cities, orphaned during the Civil War and thouga to be
dangerous, prompted institutions such as the New England
Home for Little Wandeiers to find homes for them, usually in
the midwest, where labor was needed on farms.

With the founding of the SPCC, the focus .changed to
protecting children from physical abuse, sexual exploitation,
ec omic exploitition and various forms of neglect. There was

cern with punishment of the responsible 'adult as well.
About 250 SPCC's were formed over a pe.riod' of 25 years,

based on the New York model. Some societies were devoted
exclusively to children, and some were linked with the SPCA.

Periodic concern about combining animal and child
protectiOn was noted such as the following, written in 19-24

'Me tote bureaus in Colorado, Minnesota, Montana,
Washington, Wyoming and the Wisconsin State Agent
combined child protection with that of animals. In mbst cases,
the emphasis was on animal protection. From 1920 to 1922,
the Colorado Bureau, which had stated as its policy not to
expand either branch of work to the detriment orthe other,
handled cases involving I ,118 children and 5,183 animals.'

At the turn of the century, reluctance to remove childien
from their own homes was expressed. In a 1910 report, the
Pennsylvania SPC.0 was quoted as sharing "the modern
econontic thought that the normal condition of the child is in
the home, even though the home be a poor one; the children
often help their parents to reform, and the father and mother
can in,Many cases be made to realize and feel ... that upon
them is the burden. of resPonsibility to see,that tivir children
do not become in any sense a charge upon the community."

In addition to wanting to leave children in their own
homes, the protection societies began to question the police
powers they had been given to reMove children from their
families and place them in reformatories or charitable
institutions. In 1914 the Secretary of the PennsylVania SPCC,
at a conference of the American Humane Association (AHA)
vid, "This thing we are doing is, after all, the job of the public
authorities. The public ought to protect all citizens, including

...children, from cruelty and improper care. As speedily as

condifions-permit, we should turn over to the public the things
we are at present doing."

The advantages of state administration Were considered to
be many, including such specifics as: the state would have
more mow, more prestige and po'wer, would be able to
develop more uniform practice statewide and would cover
children in rural areas, as well as in large cities. Pennsylvania,
along with such Other states as Minnesota, Alabama, and New
York, began organizing child protection along county lines.

1 have focused on earlier history because it is interesting to
see how much progress has been made in child care and the
continuity of such ideas as keeping children in the home. The
Social Security Act of 1935 had a profound effect on child
care, but the depresiiOn years were not years foc the
advancement of child protective services. There simply wasn't
any money.

In 1939 the following standards were suggested for Child
Protective. Service workers'. they should have good judgment,
tact, diplomacy, tolerance, symptithy,'and a good eltication.
In addition they should be able to command respfct from
official authorities, have personal integrity, and be specialists,
i.e., not go out on animal protection calls.

In 1951 standard% wets set for members of the American
Humane Alsociation Children's Division, which 'are still
applicable today.

In 1960 protective services were defined as a function of
welfare depoplinents, no longer a service split between public
and private agencies. Special emphasis W8S placed on the



runi-piantive natme ot tIi wOfk with parents, but, at the sanke
tune, the tii.ed lot agencies to have- authority to remove
childtert wa;sQessed

-Arnim thi, and physicians.
hecainc,nime inv4ye.d iii !hi,- piptecling diddle".

The AnNincan I lumane Assocration Ch9dijii's' Division
published- the tenits of_ a two-vat srudy of Child Pi otective
Setvtie\. Cott\tiiewilie e:spatt\t0n UI ilitid I utft.ttve Servtces'
had taken pla,e sink e then- toonei,study ten Wats eather, but
11 was t ()ncluded thene was st411 a long way to go to establish a
plotek seIVICe inogiani adequate in !we and quality to
meet Mc needs ol abliSed, and neglected ehilthen. Gaps in
selvices Welt' being met. the study said, by law entorcement
agencies such a:, 1/01We and tuvenale coml. It law entoicement
agencies lake (Wel 111111 )iUte tive SelVlies hinchons they
would negate the philosophy ot !wiping. noir-punitive
apptc).1,11 and cre..ate- All 111111etTSSaIN., Oil the judicial
sot I mg

'FRE. ATMENT PROBLEMS AND SOLIMONS

..1W,IleilesS IS .11 .111 all fink high. and !hetc has been a
qtaman, lepOlIs 10 link! PlUteCtliVe se.iViees. Theie
h AINI) a need Ittu Mule PWICCIIVC SCIVICe Woikeis. the

due', rhq lil-reaSe. some winos will be
ignoted ot .1S AIR study mdteated, sucluepolts \VIII be
dive!ted ()the,

Joseph Gaivin..e\e,aime dnector ot the New York.Council
ut Voluntat Child Cate Agell....tes, at a public heating Ill -New
Yot k City kali> I 97'k. suggested that invest igat ion of child
ahusc an I ne lcct switched to the Dishict Attoiney, his
mvestigat ve stall and 'the polict depattmen't. Ile said that
increased j tepol Is and decreased stall of Child ProtechvC

,Seivices 1,4 made Liont keSSi Available and perhaps less
compete to do invystigations

ROM invc'stigat ions ot wpm ts by law enfoteement
pelsonn 1 has a puce tag Wo kuow that it we.and the patents
we hien 11). believe that e ate out to putush them. we ate
tight ha k whet e were I DO veauNgo, with outdated
concepts we See ollIselVeS as agents of
woi thwhile change m tanuly inlet action, and families can see
us that \v,a, too. hall the bat tie 101 good child 1)1 otec nun has
lwen won.

healincol stmt. with the IliSt contact the first phone
can. the hist knock on tilt.... door of a tepotted faintly. It is tuy
dream to have the Child Pimective Seivice worker who sees
the famil litst continue with the family until the case is

chised. Most. 11 not all. 01 the parents we deal with in child
abuse and neglect ale teaitul. fhey don't trust most other
people rho, ale mote leatv than most of tis of strangers. And
the,, cannot relate lo .1 complicated agency system. Yet most
of the time We tall 10 tespco !heat feats.

Wink we ate budding up a system to encothage
Rion tilicat ton and tepoiting and setting up a sttucture to (heal
with investigations and what folkiws, we easily overlook what.
this 'does Co the peopk we Ale supposed to Serve'.

Set hng up s)steni that forces parents being helped to
make adaptal1011s they are pootly equipped to make victimizes
thorn even finthet than they already have been victimized by
then own lives. The winker and the family alike are being et
up lot failure Wot kers are frequently frantic to.find treatment
techntques to deal with clients they regard as unreachable
without realizing that they ire tryinglo work with their

kwclients in' a counter-therapeutic system. This is somethit 'III
administrators need to take cam of; they need to know. hat
(hey cair expect fioni then clients and what. they cannot

. 'rite major approach in. this- field is, and always will be,
iniding ways 40 safegnald the. dignity of the patent we call
child abuset'01 'child neglecter.

.

Thiele are many waYs we shoUld Protect Patents floin the
assault of out own held on then lives. I should like to addtess
IOU 1 of (hese assaults. One I have abeady descnbed out
expectabon that ,these patents can made adaptations which
they are not capable of Iliaking.

The second involves .the negative effect of name calling. I .

[der to not dilly the names "abuse!" and "neglectet", which I
believe we have to get hd of, but also to the diagnostic labels
we use, Fven 'the word 'netnotic' iv common usage has
mined into somethnig untlat tering to say about someone you
don't like. Diagnostic terms such as "inadequate personality"
and "Impulse-ridden chaiactel", used by vet y competent
caseworkers, destibe clients in ways that make worket
identification with the client most difficult. Some of these'
temis expiess thinly veiled hos-hilly to our clients. They are
also dead ends-, they don't tell us whew to go.

.For example, rather than deschbing the client .as "an
inadequate personality" or "infantile", we c:in use for their
distressing c'ondition. the term "overwhelmed." This word
leads to questions to which ,we can find answets
ovetwh'elmed by what? \If we say to a client "you're
oVelwhelllier, they. are_likely to say "you. bet." If we call
them infantile, they would .probably like to punch ns in the
nose. When what we have to say about clients behiiin the-')ill.
backs can be writteti in their records fot thenk to read aiikt?..,
undeistand, mOre than, hal( the ba,ttle is won maybe the
whule battle. . .

The duid point Ims to do with anonyinous calls. Most
communities respect anonymous callg, which, although a
valuable soutce of referral, do have built,in hazards.

I ) he first bazard is that anonymity can. induce in clients
the feeling that they are surrounded by unknown
enemies who are out to get them.

2) The second is that a lot of energy ,is used Iv by the
_client tiyilig o figurelmt "who told- and by ilk worker
in explaini they .can't. divulge the informant's identity,.

3) The thild and rn0- iMpiirtant hazardris that if peOple
who teport don't Mint themselves identified, it seeps
higical tli assume that they feel they arc doing something
"bad" to' the client; in other words, such a beginning
helps to set the tone that "something awful is happening
here" rather than "we're out-to do something that will
benefit you." .

The fOurth and final point about how we ican understand
the parents with whom we work and protect their dignity has
to do with the issue of' power Or control. Our .clients
1 requently, have very little control oversilthek own lives. When
we intervene,. we threaten the little cuirtiol they may have,
specifically the control they have over their own children. If
wc are to help them change, we need to encourage them to..
take charge whenever possible, so that they will eventually lie
able to take better charge of their own lives. This may mean
allowing them, or eVen helping them, to direct us. Such
behavior can be threatening to the worker, who may end up
feeling manipulated, overextended, and unimportapA. "l'in just
running errands; I want ,to do therapy" is the cry.
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Workers need an understandin support syStem that lets
than know they are not belittled w ien they serve their clients.
The attitudes of administration an supervisory personnel are
num tant here. We had a unique treat meitt agency in San
Fiancisco lot parents and their abused children, where the
parents 'were on the agency board and had staff hiring and
firing responsibilities. They ie4ket heir own case re'cords, or had
them read to theni. if they couldn't read. They wr'ote in their
Own records, too. Fathers, who would not have direamed of
showing.up for theraiey groups, attencled policy meetings and
ended up discussing, their personal problems with each other
and staff in attendance. As patients. I clients receiving
treatment they would be helpless and foo humiliated to
dis-cuss personal affairs. As policy makers they were imporkurt
and could talk about anything.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAMS

Our professional decisions tend to be highly ego-invested.
We put ourselves on the line, along with our decisions, anci feel
rejected when our recommentdations are questioned or
reversed without our agreement. I believe ihat this accounts
for the difficulties that- exist in many communities-throughout
the United States between protective service -workers and
multi-disciplinary teams established to evaluate cases. Workers,
sometimes backid *by their agencies, are' reluctant to use
teams, and teams are frustrated by the lack of request for their
services or angered when their advice is ignored. Workers
sometimes say it is Impossible for them to use advice,that runs
counter to their own, mostly, they say the team is not helpful.
I believe that team decisions should be binding, with the
proviso that the entire team is responsible to help carry out
decisions.

Structures for multi-disciplinarY interaction are relatively
easy to set up, but the capacity of the professionals to use the
§t ructures is limited:There are not enough who conic in- as
learners with a genuine desire to understand and find out

't about other disciplines and their area of knowledge. We need
to tie sure enough of ourselves to be able to learn from others.

We need each others' skills and we need to learn how to
trust each other just as our patients or clients are expected' to
learn to trust

TREATMENT APPROACHES

There ar'e no short cuts or gimmicks for treatment in this
field. Bin there are differing methods of approach. Here are
some of my thoughts 'about. the most frequently-used
approaches.

Groups have become an extremely important method of
working with parents as savers of professional time,
for one, and as providers of a support system for
parents, tor anothel. Groups are most likely to continue
when transportation is provided, at least at thp '
beginning, and when there is much encodragement for
each member to attend. Individual treatment, which
often needs to precede any group attendance, should
always be available.

2. Transactional analysis Is popular with paraprofessional
.and4;igitrained workers. It is a tool for understanding

k."with parent's. However, the vocabulary to TA Cap
serve as a barrier, rather than assist communication, if it
is overused.
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3. Behavior Modification lias many facets that we don't
have time to go into here. The reservations about this
fop of treatment stem from the fact that parents have
often been,overmanipulated and tend to overmanipulate
their children, (See The Battered Child, Helfer and
Kempe, eds, University ,of Chdcag6 Press - 2nd edition,
pp. .137-138). Although bthavior modifiers would bp
unhappy to have iheir techniques descrified fas

manipulation, that's what they can become. ,

4. Gestaldt Techniques have intriguing possibilities but
could impress the clients we serve as rather kooky if not
very skillfully used.

5. Meditation has proven a usefur-adjunct to treatment
because it is something the client controls \But it takes
time to develop client use of meditation for the-

"kooky" reason mentioned above. Considerable help is
needed,tif meditation is to become more than a

sttperficial bil_of behavior.
O. As for social casework skills, I think it would be helpful

if ..supervisors could give ongoing classes on some of the
crucial interactions; e.g.:
a. The meaning of -termination to workers and clients;
b. Friendliness and decoruni when to socialize and

how;
c. The use of authority as an adjunct to treatment

avoidance of power abuse.
hen we were working with extremely damaged

children and their parents in Denver, before child abuse-
reporting laws had been enacted, the only approach that
worked was orie which viould engage the parents
voluntarily. We . had to reach out aggressively with a
service that would give parents something they wanfed.
We called it nurturing approacg. It can be called
"modeling" or "reparenting." It is the basis for muchrof
the treatment that is done now and I know works.

ISSUES NEEDING ATTENTION

The issues needing attention from the socihl work point of
view are:

I. We need a sufficient number of able child 'protective
service workers with:
a. High degree of tolerance for ambiguity;
b. Curiosity about how other people.function;
c. Flexibility and open-mindedness in dealing with

others;
d. Self-understanding, and a willingness to increase

self-understanding;
e. Self-acceptance that allows for sensitivity toward

others;._,
t. CapacitY to make wiseindgments and use appropriate

help in doing so;
g. A 'rewarding life apart from die job;

Dedication;
I. Imagination;
There is more you could add to this list, but if we look
for too mrich we might end up with no .workers.
Furthermore we need to think in .terms of developing
some of these characteristics and attitudes on the job.

2. Worker burnout is something about which a lot has been
said and a lot more will be written. There aretwo things
particularly pertinent to what we have been discussing
today. First, we tend to expect ourselves to do. the
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impossible. Making decisnIns about the adequacy of
parents and the safety of children is extremely taxing;
we need the support not only of other professions but
also i he conimunity in setting standaids. Second,
although worker burnout s a very real and rapid
phenomenon in this field nd preventive measures are
needed, too nnich expectation of burnout will bring it
about.

3. tfunmn interactii'm is so complex that most theorists
who want to accomplish something definitive in a

lifetime end up studying little hits of behavior. In mil.

vb
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field we must deal with the complex whole and try to
theorize about it as we go along. This is a humbling
experieiwe. We need to take account of the differen'ce
between emotional intelligence and cognitive intelligence
in !mire specific ways.

4. We need to be sure that we develop the kind of
treatment 4t will not only provide Ways of protecting
children but also make those families identified as
needing protection feel pleased thav the ideotification
was made.

4
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THE MEDICAL ROLE IN TIIE MANAGEMENT
OF' CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT,:

REALITUES AND Dli,EMMAS

Eli II. Newberger, M.1).

The abuse and neglect of children is complex apd
dist abing. Many physicians and nut ses find it difficult to
approach this problem with the sante logic and otdei with
which they approach other complex child developmental and
famihal proNems. The distress associated with thinking about
child abuse can be expressed in denial; we may fail to consider
the possibility of maltreatment and, limit our activities to
treating the child's injuries. And when we.suspect childabuse
or neglect. our uncertainty and worty about how to handle the
family may lead us to ignore our legal responsibility to report
the case findings to the mandated proteCtive agency. If we
report, we may assume that the buck is passed, and we are nd
of ctIntintlMg obligation to the child and his family.

In excellent chilclhealth practice, child abuse can be seen as
a problem of distressed parenting behavior and as a symptom
of faintly crisis. this view leads to a pediatric approach of
continuing involvement and support of parents and child. Even
after' the diagnosis of suspected child abuse or neglect is made,
there is 110 simple solution. Successful case .management
tequires the coordinated efforts of professionals front several
disciplines. Prevention of child abuse and neglect involves
addressing cultural tradittnns. social- vilues and economic
realities which may exert a deleterious impact on a family's
ability to.protect its offspring.

What is Child Abuse?

In 1961. Kempe and his colleagues coined the term, the
"battered child syndrome". They drew attention to the most
severe form of child abuse. The physical injuries most
frequently include fractures, soft tissue injuries, burns, hem-
tomas, welts, internal injuries, bruises and contusions. One
should be particularly alert to multiple injuries, a history of
repeated.injuries, and untreated old injuries. Physical abilse is
felt by many autholities to be the most severe manifestation in
a spectrum of disturbances involving a family% ability to
nurture and protect a child, the special qualities of that child,
and an environment which stresses the- parent -jhild

.relationship.
In 1974, Congress passed the Child Abuse Prevention and

Treatment Act, Public Law 9,3,247, which defines child abuse
. and neglect as "the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse,

negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child under the age
of 18 by a person who is responsible fur the child's welfare'.
under circumstances which indicate that the child's health and
welfare is harmed or threatened thereby". The definition
suggests that child abuse and neglect can take many forms.

Physical neglect defies exact definition but may include the
failure to provide the child with the essentials of life, such aS'
food, clothing, shelter, care and supervision, and protection
fr9m harm. Its manifestations may be seen in children with

.----(y-mptoms of Malnutrition, "failure to thrive", and medital
and dental neglect.

. The maltreatment need not be willful, but this is not to say
that a parent's anger; expressed actively of passively toward a
child, is not primary in many child abuse and neglect cases.
Abusing and neglecting parents may have excessive and

premature expectations of their children and believe in the
valne of physical pliniAtment to correct undesirable behavior.

the angry feelings, of which the chiftl's condition
sznip omatic expression, appear to derive from the violent
ciiitdtsLances Or depriZotion of the parerit's own upbringing,
and they may reflect a deep disappointmeknt that the jchild has
not been able to meet the parent's own dePendency needs.

The Koals in the, diagnosis and management of child abuse
and neglect include exploring possible causal factors, assessing
the family's capacity tO protect and nurture the child(ren),
and identifying the apprqpriate helping services to strengthen
the family's functioning.

ln child abuse And neglect, the diagnostic assessment
involves the taking of an adequate medical-social history and
completing a physical examination, including an assessment of
the child's development. If the physical findings are found to
be at vziriance 'with the given .hiStory, a more comprehensive
medical workup, including a skeletal survey and laboratory

,tests, may be deemed appropriate. If child abuse is suspected,
photographs, are Often taken of the child's injuries. This is not
always necessary, however, anti may be contradicted if it will
appear to the family as part of an interrogatory and.alienating
approach to their problems with their child.

Th'e physician has the dual responsibility to give the
necessary emergency treatment and protection to the child
and to attend to the parent's distress. It is important to
emphasize to the parent the child's need for treatment and
protection, which may include his admission to a hospital, and
to demonstrate a concern and ability to help the parent
through the crisis. No direct or indirect attempt should be
made to elicit a confession from the parent. Such maneuvers

'hamper the gathering of vital information and the fostering of
a 'helpful professional relationship. Interviewing the parent can
be a difficult and vexing task for medical personnel, who may
be overwhelmed with angry feelings toward abusing and
negleetful parents. It is important to keep- in mind that these
parents may themselves have been abused or neglected as
children and may be following much the same pattern in
Tearing their qwn offspring.

Because of the complexity of abuse and neglect, and the
need to address causal factors, professionals in several
disciplines [Mist work together to give the family serviceS
appropriate to their needs. Social workers and nurses play vital
roles in evaluating the family's functioning, the parent-child
interactions, the child's phyptal and psychological
development, the parent's expeetionN.of the child, the
parent's own experiences in, childhO6T, and the home
environment. A psychiatric consultation may offer a clearer
understanding of family dynamics.

This information is vittl) to answering the question: Is the
home safe for the child? If the child is believed to be "at risk",
protection through hospitalization may be vital for diagnostic
assessment as well as for protective shelter; or temporary
foster home placement may be arranged through a child
protective agency.

In explaining his legal obligation to report suspected shild
abuse under the state law, the physician's compassion and
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honesiy will help to allay the parent's anxiety. The patent
,.... nee& to know what specific actions will result from the

physkian's ieport to the child pi otectivc agency.
An Al.cepted woo of child abuse management tells

protessionals to be etompassionate and to convey I. patents
then intetest M helping to maintain the integrity of the family
unit. On the other hand child abuse repot dug laws force us to
make lodgments about lannhes which we and the fatuity may
feel are onerous and hepily value-ladi_ Additionally, the
peacrived effect ot repotting is- to hung to beat a quasi-legal
mechanism which, while oonpumt we in theoly, may he the
opposite III practice. In some states, patents may be laded as a
testat of the mandated case report.

.

IN of essionals may thus he non between their legal
responsibility to tepott and then clinical judgment which may
suggest Lhat wpm ling itsell may leopardize the oppoi funky to
develtip a satt.stactory rieattneril propani fot the family. Often
this conflict is expressed in eetteenc'ho taunt) families that
they ate bang reported, of teluctance and gven frank teltisal
to tepor i cases ot abuse and neglect

While there are no cleat-cut rides windi tesolve this contlio
definitively two simple guidelines make it easiet tot the
mandated professional to come to teuns with legal
responsibility and clinical judgment .

I . The family must be told that a report is being filed.
Much of the appiehension which may sutround the
teceipt of this information can he alleviated hy
explaining to the family what the teporting process is
and is not., it does not necessanly mean that the c tild
will be taken away or that a court hearing will be h sld.
[he repotting process can best be presented to ahe
faintly as a referral of the family for services, and' an
explicit acknowledgment that they have a setions
ploblem in protejting their child, which others,
including the reporting practitioner, can help to solve,

2. The mandated mfessional can explain to the family
.., i, that the report represents an obligation that the

practitioner is hound hy law' to fulfill.
Often, rathea than reacting in a hostile manner, families will

greet the news with relief. The reporting process may procute
help which they have been seeking for a long time. They mar
he relieved that the concerns about their parenting abilities are
finally out in the Open whiere they. van be dealt with in a
straightforward manner.

While such an approach to clidd abuse reporting may
palliate the anxiety of the professional and the family, it does
not remove the real, inherent labeling and stigmatizing aspects
of the reporting process as it exists in most of the states today.
Unfortunately, this is a problem that cannot be alleviated
simply by a revision of reporting itself; it is rather an aspect or
oor society's perception of elnld abuse and the abusing parent.
So long as child abuse is viewed as a form of radically deviant
behavior, and as a symptom of pathology and s ie kness in.
others, the stigmatizing process will continue.

All who are concerned with the prevention and treatment
of child abuse have, therefore,. a responsibility ,to
demythologize the problem: to recogaze that the potential to
act in ways which we identify as deviant is RI all of us. Until
attitudes and policies change toward troubled families, whose
children maY hear physical signs of their distress, we shall have
to Work within the prevailing legal framework and to assure to

k, the extent possible flat children and families are helped not
harmed hy it.
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All state statutes abrogate privileged 'communication:when
it involves a case of known or suspected child abuse. In
repotting to mandated state agencies, the iepot tot should
identity the facts as they ate known; heaisay and secondaiy
soutce Inhumation can be labeled as such. Most states have
plovisions in then statutes lot centtal registers, which may
become repositories for information both founded and
unfounded, depending on tho expungement provisions of the
individual statutes. Who has access to_this inforniation is left
up to the individual states, and it is well to remembet that
mfounation that is submitted ,in vctf'ieports may he used at
some late, date to raise the issue of competency of a family or
the risk to a child.

The ptinciple on which most pievailing stafutes'are built is
that services should be made availAhle to familie,s in which
child abuse has been reported as irohlem. It is incumbent
upon the pi ofessional teporting ; lispected case to Continue
involvement in' the case to assure that appropriate help will be
\given and that the family will not "fall between the cracks- of
the service structure. .

A report of fuspected child abuse or neglect is assigned to a
protective aglory worker for an investigation of the
altegations, determination of the .family's needs, and provision
of appropriate Services. The first issue to be settled is whethei
the child can safely remain in the parental home. The decision
making involves answering the following questions; Are the
child and family in need ot' protective services? Is there a need
for immediate action'? Should the child he placed in prOleil: ,A
custody'? Should the child be removed from the pare
home'? Is court nivolvement necessary'?

If Ow initial investigation indicates a need for protecting
the child, the investigating worket has three immediate
alternatives, depending upon the severity of the case: the child
can he hospitalized; the child can remain at home under
protective supervision and with supportive services to the
parents; or the child can be renioled to an emergency shelter
or other temporary facility. If the child's safety is in question
and the parents refuse voluntary plac.ement of thokchild, the
case is frequently -referred to the juvenile court.

Ill the past, the protective agency's activities often involved
removing the child. victim from the hazardous home situation.
Tbe book', Beyond The Best Interests Of The child,
eiliphasizes the need for lioosing the "least detrimental
alternative- in decision making in child protection'. this

,concept suggests that the impact 011 the child's development
* iiiust be considered in any decision affecting .his family.

Studies have shown that foster home an4 institutional.
placements often result in long-term damaging effects on the
children and then families. Therefore, a child should be
separated from his family only after the evaluatitin of the
family situation-Yeveals the child's risk of reinjiiry is great and
time is needed To activate the necessarY supportive services for

, the iroubled hmily.
There are divergent opinions regarding the hospitalizing of

children whose conditions do not medically indicate,
admission. The American Academy of Pediatrics Committee
on the Infant and Preschool Child advocates hospitalization as
a means for providing the necessary time and resources for
complete diagnostic evaluation: in addition, until, a more
thorough evaluation is made, the hospitalized child is
protected. Every hospital should formulate a policy
cOncerning the admission of suspected abOse or_ neglected
children*. Whatever policy is adopted, it should be coordinated
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with the local child protective agency. Some' state statutes
allow phystelans Or hospital adminisnatois to admit a (.hild to
a hospital without the patent's consent this action regrows a
cowl oh., winch iiia', oht3ined 1)y t le ph and lustoted

on the next mitt day Ilowevet if- the patents ate tie' led With
sensillvIlY and honesty. most physlcians should no find it
dilltult to convince the patents of the need to In spaahre
their child.

Ilelputli the abused ol neglected child and Ins faintly
requires hie coordinated et torts ot many Professionals_ A
single situation way involve pr.otect we agency and hospital
social wrakeis. pediatricians, psycluanist, psychologist, public
health muses, pivende court judge. lawyet s, and a numbei of
()titer protessional. It is vitally important that medical
personnel invest the necessary time and eneigy to assist the

otective agency worke iii woi king out a disposition plan for
the child and his family

The physician's responstbilines may involve attcuding
several multi-dlsclphitaty conferences; making requests for
sup poitive set viws, e.g day can% counseling, and homemaker
services. and working with the parents to engendet a

relationship of confidence and trust, which will enable them to
accept the recommended protessional services. This takes time,
patience. posistenee and a capacity to deal with ambiguous
data in situations of 4:onflict and crAs. It is never'easy.

The help and advice of consultants from various disciplines
can he an invaluable asset 'to decision making. Nevertheless,
the ultimate lesponsibllity for the pwtection of the child and
the rehabilitation of the family tests with the protective
agency. ot in some jansdictions with the inventle court. The
medical professional- 1111151 acknowledge that he or she HUM
wotk with, but cannot.control., the decisions ot professional
actions of child welfare colleagues. A supportive and giacious
demeanor and I esponsive attitude can foster communication In
the individual. case and sustain relationships for future
interdisciplinary work.

Alter investigating and evaluating the family, the protective
agency worker's role is often, that of facilitator. Once the
needs of the family have been determined, the worker =At

A Wale the appropnate community resources (such as (lay care
and mental health services) and prepare t.he family for referral
to them. In order to help strengthen fatally life 'and prevent
further malticatment, the worker must have access to various
counseling and concrete services designed to modify the
specific psychological. and environmental conditions that lead
parents to abuse and neglect their children.

In handling abusive and neglectful situations, intervention is
more effective if the dynantics of the abusive pattern arc
understood. It has been found that the parents themselves
haVe experienced very traumatic experiences, frequently
involymg abuse or neglei, in childhood. In essence they may
ht rearing their own children in a similar fashion. Abusive
parents often demand perlprmance front tkii children tltat is
clearly beyond the 'ability of the children and ignore the
children's own needs, limited abilities and helplessness.

The C hild re n are often perceived as being 'different than
siblings and other children; the aburd thildren fail to respond
in the expected manner or possibly are different, e.g., retarded
or hyperactive.. Crises, stemming front personal; social;
econonnc and environmental stresses, play a crucial role in the
life of the family and are often the precipitators of an abusive
act.

There probably is no universal pattern underlying neglectful

action involving children. However, neglectful behaviot
appeals to bc ,a parental tesponse to internal and external
streses; the patents ale themselves ofteu viefuns of

.

nastotinue7
- Because of the, patents' pet sonality nails iminatmity,
excessive dependence, diStinstfulness,Nocial isolation and poor
self -esteem which iire, seen frequently ni practice and then
failute to seek out or respond approptiately to offers of help,

.),many professionals conclude that the .abusive and neglect ful
polents,ar.unmotivated_aird untleatable. Despite their initial

,.. iesistance to professional. intervention, it is lecognized that a
majolity of the imientsgnuinely want assistance and can be
helPe to modify destructive child-reatingie pract ices.

T e sequelae of abusive and neglectful actions may result in
immediate and long-term effects .frn the children's physical,
neurological, cogaitive and emotional functioning. Brandt

-Steele, Harold Martin, Henry Kempe and others have

emphasized that abnonnal child wining experiences may
piedispose these children to act out theii angry feelings in
becoming abusive parents, or by committing anti-social acts,
e.g., delinquency and adult crime, later in life. In the interest
of helping these children in their subsequent growth and
development, professionals can break the generational cycle of

-almse itnd ityideet,
Family .ichabilitative services may include: medical and

dental care; 24-how comprehensive mergency services;Public
health nurse visitations; psychiatric care; individual or family
counseling; group therapy; self-help group support., (lay care,
crisis nursery ot baby-sitting; family planning; homemaker
service; -parent aides; sliort: or long-tena placement; tufancial
assistance; job counseling and training; employment; advocacy
for more adequate housing; and transportation.

Providing and coordinating the necessaiy services specific to
each family is a function beyond the capability of any one
pro fessional, disciPline or agency. However, the
intetdisciplinary nature of case management frequently proves
to be 0 pi oblem because of the lack of effective
continumeation among the professionals. It is well to keep in
mind Abraham Maslow's warning to the effect that if the only
tOol you have is a hammer, you treat every problem as 41 it
were a nail.

Primary professionals involved in the mahagement of child
abuse and neglect arc physicians and ndrscs, social workers,
lawyers and judges.

-----Aflof the states have', passed legislation requiring tDe
reporting of susIncted child abuse to public authorities. In the
early statutes, physichms \vere.given the printary responsibility
to report suspected physical abuse lo the protective service
agency..The focus has since been broadened to include oTher
child-caring professionals, but physicians in hospital and
private practice settings continue to'play the central role in
iden tifying, diagnosing and reporting child abuse. ,

,Early .state child abuse legislation was viewed as a

casefinding tool to identify abase at the earliest possible time
and as a means of sfrengthening child-protective services. But
if laws requiring protective services are to be effective,
appropriations to support the expansion of these services are
essential. Many services to children and families depend upon a
combination of federal, state, and local appropriations. These
appropriations currently lag far behind the level needed to
create good service plograms and staff them with the number
and quality of persormel required to make the services
effective.
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If protective service 'littencies and workers are unable sto
respond adequately; to I epot Is/ of suspected abuse or neglect,
tty Prise the confidence of phsieians and othei teporting
professionals ;Ind of t heti oubled bindles. Families stop asking
foi kelp. holessionals stop filing tepoits except in the most
blatant abuse cases. Early identification and intelvention ale

The problem does not lie princn;ally in the way protectiva
)set VICCS collCelVetl Iii die legislation. The gap is between
-what the pi ograms le anthonzed by law to do and -the
aPP.topthmoli ol !was to catty out the ,prOgiams. At each
levet fedeial, state and local applopriations I all sht?1 I of
iecognized sei vice needs. Until there is a commitment to a
socill policy that assumes responsibility' lov awning every
community adetpute ptotective- services. tbe needs of abused
and neglected duldren and then tamilies will not be met.

Fiequemly physicians have not had fiaining and clinical
expenence in nevention nd treatment of child abuse and
neglect, in evaluating non-medical faintly ploblenis and m
planning appropriate long-range family tehabilitation with
nnifii disciplinaly professionals. Not understanding the
ot lentation and practice of social workets, lawyers, judges and
inembeis of other nonmedical professions, physicians may he
uncomf ortable NVOI king in int eidisciplinaly management of

b (LW' cases.

Child abuse imposes marty stresses and st tains upon medical
peisonnel. Decision making is enhanced in hospital settings by
written ptilicy and piocedulal steps in handling suspected child
abuse and neglect eases :Ind by available cOnsult alive services.

Physicians in private practice may be :it a disadvantage in
wot long with these troubled families if they do not have easy
access to consultants and to colleagues foi emotional support.
Physicians ale ieluctant to repint abuse based on suspicions
and may delay wpm fing until mole substantial evidence is
available. When reporting leads to con! t mvolvement,
physicians often lack the skill and experience Lo present
test nnony in the best interests of the child and family.

When physicians do become involved in child abuse aml
neglect cases', they may become discouraged by the gaps in
community resources. However, few physicians see themselves
as agents for Ininging about social change and avoid becoming
involved in solving community ploblenis,

By tiadition, training and experience, child protection lirm
bye n the responsibility of the social work profession. This
specialved child wollare service is delegated by law to offer-
help to any child considered or Imind to be neglected, abused:
ot exploited. the ptotective agency has an obligation to

stody and evaluate the facts of suspected abyse and
neglect cases mid ,to piovide appropriate services until the
family %filiation has been stabilized and the potential Inizard to
the physical tit emotional well-being of the child is lessened or
elmitnated.

Too Often the agency is prevented from !Alining its role by
ineffective programs, inadequately trained and limited staff,
insufficient funding and a. lack of essential commun
resources. It is a startlfig fact that no state has develope
conuminity child protective prOgitims adequate in siie to meet
the service needs of all reported cases of abuse and negleet.

To cope with the acute and complex problems presented in
child abuse and neglect cases; an effective child protective
program must recognize lhe necessity for comprehensive staff
development and sufficient staff to allow each worker a

manageable caseload of approximately '20 to 25 active cases.

Although an important aspect of protective services involves
the aPPlicatioil of basic social wot k knowjedge and skills, anaintefiliscipkinthy approach to case manag it is impetative.
Cooperation and comdmation between s V./01k, inedwal

-aid legal/judicial resources is vital.
, r

Judicial proceedings may be necessary to provide care and
protection for the child and ihodify -parental% behavior or
circumstances affecting the welfare of the child. Too few
provisions liave been made to protect the legal mild
constifutional rights of the thild-and his-parents. .

Partys have the rigIft to counsel-in a suspected abuse or
neglect proceeding. Of special concern is counsel for the chtld.
lZecently, provision for the appointment of a "guardian ad
!item" to ,protect the child's interests have been made
statutorily possible in soim.,jurisdiclions. ,

When court action is planned, the protective agency worker
and other piofessionals qualifying as expert witnesses should
have legal counsel readily avaikible for advice and assistance in
ineparation of the L 'cts and in presentOan of testimony..to
th ue cort. thefortu itely, because legal assistance is often
lacking, professionals rive, teluctant to use-the authority of the
court as a community resource to rehabilitate the family.
Instead, they reserve court involvement for family situations
deeniM hopeless Act social seivice intervention and expect
separation of the child from the failiily and punishment for
the parents. . . ._

Identification, diagnosis and repotting of' child ab,irse are
critically important, but they cannot., by themselves, assure
that childien will be protected. These initial aetivities must be
correlated with effective services to abused children and their
families. Physicians should be aware that the protective service
system has as its major function the coordination of acute,care
services. N-

When the roles of the professionals inyolved from the
several disciplines are defined, a serious gap in services may be
found: no professional or agency has assumed the
tesponsibility for the provrsion and coordination ki long-term
therapeutic intervention. Health workers can become child
advocates and prime movers for the development of
multi-disciplipary child abuse and neglect programs within
t heir connnu nit ies.

.

While much of recent literature on child abuse and neglect
has focused on clinical aspects of diagnosis, intervention and
treAhlleill, little attention has been given to the impact of the
orientation of institutions,. and the professionals who staff
them, on elinical practice. '.

The actual in idence of child abuse and neglect continqes
t o be debated wi h annual estimates cited from 200,000 to'4.5
indlion cases. A. real number of the reported cases originate
from hospital settings. However, pediatricians and other child
health providers are aware of ninny cases of suspected abuse
and neglect, which they do not report( to die child protective
agency. -

The evollition of child health-practice has contributed to
the persistent denial of child abuse and neglect. Social and
behavioral determinants of illness arc still frequently ignored,
and treatment modalities are often unknown or lacking. The
result has been that children who present physical
consequences of these complesal processes are treated
symptomatically.

Although it is quite unlikely that the conceptual and
philosophical orientation'of the practice of medicine will
change dramaticallj, overnight, there ore, nonetheless, several

..
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impoltant and abiding realities of child abuse and neglect cases
that ate particulally notewoithy for health cate professionals
to consider during the diagnostic and tieaturent plocess

En st child ahnse is a symptom 'of, fimdly (Iystimetimi
. rewhing from complex causal processes. hequently,

physicians view child abuse and neglect cases ill terms of the
presenting ,,yinpuomakology to g., fractures, bmises, bunts, and
failuto to thnvo) and give ludo ;mention to the undetlying
causes of t amily dystunction. .

Itaditionally, the naming ot rohysicians \itl odici tealth
petsonnel has focused millet nallowly on the biOlygical
aspects ot the.etiology of disease and only recently has begun'
to acknowlede,e Oie impot lance of the envitonmental ;int(
social ileteinimauts of illness 'the complexities Of managing
child abuse - and neglect cases overwhelm 'many physicians.
Access to a competent, multi-disciplinary team can both
expedite getting help lot the victims .and then latinties and
plovide valuable \ppjart and consultation to the physicians.

Second, child abuse and neglect occur in all cultural, social
and economic strata of societY:, When the pi okssional staff is
socially.. cultmally d economically disctepant liom the
patient populatio Mote is the &Inget that behavior may be
intequeted in a cultutally biased fashion; th a-e strengths in
families may b seen as weaknesses, ot that a t. iild's illness
niay he charact wed by a mote value-laden diagnostic label
than would happen in a smulat situation involving a'cluld ft om
the same social backgiound as the professional staff (e.g.,
"child abuse- vs. "accident" or "neglect- vs. "failme to
thrive- ).

-Nit d , child abuse. cases arouse overwhelming emotional
reactions which may interfere with the objectivity .and sound
judgment of the involved professionals. Often the professionals
are not consciously awatc of those aroused feelings. The
accessibility lot consultation of others who are not directly
involVed in the management of a particular case but Who are
sensitive and competent to deal with 'both technical and
human aspects of csse management provides the professionals
with a mechanism for dealing wfth these, fedings and not
permitting them to surface in a way which might be

,deti imental to the management of the case.
Fouith, the initial aSsessment in child abuse and neglect

cases frequently is oriented towartl the diagnosis of adult
psychopathology. The physician's orientation to abuse and
neglect situations is to search fOr psychopathology in the'
suspected perpetratots. Several studies demonstrate a small
-percentage or abusive adults to be .seriously mentally ill. A
more productive apptoach wOuld he to concentroe on the
fannly 's potential to respond to hel-Pful services. Soccessfill
intervention builds on the family's strengths and uses
community resources to enhance the family's functionint

Fifth, child abuse and neglect are not monolithic entities.
Child abuse and neglect are complex problems with medical,
Social, psychological and legal components. After the

diagnostic assessment is .colfhpleted, there are lio simple
solutions or cures. Therefore, the outcome in case

management cannot be predicted with certainty. However, it is
recognized that many abusive and neglectful parents genuintly
want professiomd help to become more nurturing, peotecting
parents and to stabilize their family situations. A
compasslonate and underitanding josponse from the helping
professionals is essential to the parents' coming to terms with
their problemk and responsibilities in protecting their
offspring.

r
Six th , in child abuse and neglect situ/tion.s, family

rehabilitation usually requires prolonged involvement. These
situations can be especially disfiessi -, for professionals who
ale accustomed ti\ an efficient di, mostic and treatment
pfocess defining the etiology ot the illness; operaating on its
causes, indict with ding Met apy 01 surgical intervention; and

foisfinally waiting a shot I period di time I ttie therapeutic
outcome. Child jibuse -and neglect cases a -I never follow
this pattem, although the iew'aids of Successful tteatment can
be no less grinifying. %

Seventh,. the...door to the physician's office, or to the
.entrance to the hospital emergency room, is perceived by
many people as the only portal of entry into. the human
service system. At a time when the availability of services and
tespulcesto assiM families with life etises is dimiMshing, and as
social and economic stresses seem evet tilore to be thieatening
the -integi ity of the family unit, it is little wonder that medical
personnel are hearing cries for help from patients and their
patents: Isolated families may have-nowhete eNe to turn .

ll, we .are notsufficiently cognizant to this new role which
has been thrust upon us, we may force parents to package
thei4 problems in ways that they know will demand attention.

r All too frequently, wc can look retrospectively in the medical
-/ chat t o a child WO has been identified as abused or neglected

only to find.that his parents have brought him in frequently in
the past complaining ot' vague or tickle teet able symptoms. One
can only speculate-about the number of such cases th-at might
have been preen ted had tiine been taken to find out why the
family sought help at that time,

Eighth, the sev'erily of a child's presenting symptoms may
bear no relationshiV, ..to the prospect for the successful

'management of his family's problems. The symptoms with
which the child present's are not always an accurate reflection

eiof th nature and extent of fannly dysfinicelon. In fact,
ghroni ity may- be a more important factor -in estimating
prognosis: long-term pat terns of behavior mayhave lasting and
profound (implications for both the child and the family. Here
again, the importance of. the early Eeeognition of family
'distress is underscored.

Lastly, child abuse and neglect cases necessarilY bring
health, professionals in contact with other disciplines whose
professional orientation, training lind skills, and methods of
practice may be unfamiliar, Medical personnel must 'respect
'and acknowledge any opinions and orientations of those in
other professions whose actions and.- recommendations are
formed by different undalying principles and assomptions.

.... Coordinateod interdisciplinary Management is essential to
successful intervention in child abuse.

It is unlikely that child abuse and neglect oan be eradicated
without changes in attitu'des and priOrities in society. The
acceptance of violence in our culture is undoubtedly a factor
in the complex causality of child abuse. Poverty and
unemployment playeimportant primary roles.

There are definite actions that physicians and other health
professionals can take toward the goal of preventiop. The
identification of abusive or neglectful families generally occurs
when the child is brought for treatment of an injury or
condition, Awareness of the indicators of maltreatment, e.g.,
the differential diagnoses between childhood accidents and
physical abuse, should lead not only to reporting of suipected

, abuse, but to. "reaching Out" to Me troubled families to
prevent repeated incidents of-abuse ot neglect.

Any' professional who has contact with parents and
----..,\



parents t i b must ,be sensitive to then knowledge of child
giowth and development, piepatedness to cope with the tole
and lesponsibility ol parenthood, and pioblems that may
influilficc then 'ability , to hamlle then cluldien. Peisonality
latAois Owl -Ma) influence the parents' ability to nurture and
inotect then children may include linniaturify, excessive

,deffndence, aggiessiveness, alcohol and other ding abuse,
emonruial instability and mental disturbance. ,

Several siii lies ind,A4rte a significant nm mubei ol altieated1

childicil wew owbittlt:.weight -infants. Fhe tiaditional hospital
plactice ;which scpaiates motheis and infants call thwart the
patents' developmem i positive feelings ffir the children. The
-special- childien reinatule, handicapped, multiple-birth,
unhealthy, unpkinned and 411Wanted seem from available
data to lup a higher risl. of maltreatment than -normal-
child len . Preve MM.' efforts cab mchide -the provision -of
ethicational and supRot live services -to the families who have
'specials' children.

In many abusive and neglecting families, crises ale frequent,
and isolation limits parents' ways of coping with stress.
Sei vices and facilities to "leach out- and help vulnerable
families should be available in the conununity.. 11 parents are
await. that such set vices .2-1-lioni hotlines,. self-help groups,
(11Sh nurseries/day.cale. emeigency shelters, and family ctisis
centeis aie available to any family in need, they may telet
themselves before their childien become the unwitting victims
ol (lieu I tustimon and anger

Poyei ty is iecogmied as an aggravating influence to families
with the potential to- maltreat then children. The.. ,euvuomnental and soon _stresses ate more settous and the

.. : -

,

opportunities for occasirmal !diet' from child caring
tesponsibilities ate fewei. It is possible fot a concerned
professional comMunity to make the delivery of seivices tO the
victims of- poveity less chaotic, more leilalde, moie suppoitive
to peisonal dignity and self-esteem, and thwi,,more ptotective
tiliLi-hildren. We can woik, rut t het more., foi the development of

al policies which make for more equitable accer to the
gOods and iesoutces of society.

Prevention of abuse and neglect iequires the' sypport of
lamily life. During regular office oi clinic visits, die physician
can ;LA Ilia parents gently 'Probing coestions: Are you having
any pat-Willa! problems with yout children? When there are
pioblems, do you have someone to help you? Do you share k
the 1Csponsibility of child care'? How do you feel about your
children? What were yom experiences in childhood. Is there
something which 1 oi someone else can do to help?
Sympathetic questioning will show concern for the parents
and hi cip detect problems that the parents might no4 otherwise.
reveal. With knowledge of the family's problems and needs,
and with the basis of an excellent prolissional relationship, an
effective referral can be made for appropriate community
setvice.s,

Parents' abilities to 'mime and protect their children can
be ftistered by an effective health care system and by Other
services and progiams which support family life and help
people manage personal crises more effectively, ilealth
professionals can, by stimulating coordinated action, hell'
na.ke the community a more favorable enviionment for
supporting child health and gi'owth.
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'riff ROLE OF THE LAWYER

Vindint DeFrancts, J.D.

My subiect- today the tole .of a lawyer. I am wearing a
lawyei's nal at this point, though I like to talk as a social
worker WM( I want to relarelis the eaci that the lawyer's. role
is a complicated one . particularly the lay11 in piivate practice
who finds himself appearing in hivenile Court in any one of a
number__ of diffetent capacities. They are capacities which
piesent problems I'm hinicause of, adjustments he needs to
make m Ins philosophy of child neglect and abuse. his
emotional outlook. whew Ins strengths should be placed. This
stems hum the fact that on sonie occasions he is. thew to
teptesent the patent on others he may be a legal guardian Um
the child and occasionally, on a contract with the Department
of Social Setvices. he may be serving as counsel for the
petitioner Each of these takes a different stand; each requires
a different philosophical apploach-..(He must resolve this
conflict and adiust accol dinghy.

There are sonie lawyets who have a vcry specialued
approach which, reduces this conflict.. A piiblic defender
appeais lot only one of the litigants. The role varies depending
upon the locality or community. In some communities, the
public defender appeals only on behalf of the paients. In
many communities, the public defender serves as guardian ad
litem, lot the child A county solicitor is the publillattorney
who often appears on behalf of the petitioner. Also there is
the legal aid attorney who frequently appears on behalf of the
patents l'or legal represent atrves who are so channeled,
conflict is reduced. They deal solely with (Me or another of
the litigants and appear as advocates on behalf of one or !he
othei of the litigants.

Intervention by the legal profession in the process of
protecting the neglected and abused child is rather recent. It
has liecome more Commonplace since the Gault decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1907. This decision stated that the
luvemle courts Of this country had been riding roughshod over
the constitutional rights of children. They had 'ignored the
basic concepts and principals of due process. As a cOnsequence
61. the Gault decision, most juvenile court proceedings have
becZmie more legalistic. Due process is being observed. With
the concepts of due process being. exercised to a high degree,
one .of the necessary ingredients is the matter of legal
representation for the litigants. What we are finding now as a
consequence of the Gault decision is that parents are,entitled
40 legal representation and are so .advised. If they are able to
afford coeunsel on their own, they are advised to obtain it. If
they cannot, then counsel will be made available to them.

Because the child's interest and the parent's interest are in-
conflict, a guardian ad litern is appointed for the child.'I ani
distressed by that concept because, all too frequently, a lawyer
is appointed as guardian ad htem. The role of a legal
representative for the child and the role of a guardian ad litem
are not compatible. In many instances, they may be in
conflict. Recent Pennsylvanitt legislation (Act 124) speaks of a
guardian ad litem being appointed by the court. I think that
should read, "Legal representation should be made available
for the child." The role of the lawyer, then, would be more
clearly defined, because (be role f the lawyer in representing
the child would be to represent the child's interests. If the'

child ts of an age whew he can express Ins intetests, the lawyer
shoukl advocate for the expressed desires of the client, in this
case, the cluld.

The tole of guatdian ad litem h entirely different. 41.-.,
guardian ad !item acts on bell& or the child instead of. the
patents acting on behalf of the child. He makes decisions for
the child 'whether he likes them 'or not. A guardian ad litern
makes decisions in terms. of what he believes to be the t4st
decision for the child. The lawyer serving in both capacities
may tend to be schizophrenic because he cannot 'serve both
toles simultaneously. .

The next role I wish to discuss is the counsel representing
the petitioner. Here I want to speak as a social worker, as well
as a lawyer. Part of the precept of child protective services is
that when we deal with these cases we rehabilitate. Services are
ppured into the home to determine whether or not there is
neglect or abuse and an assessment is made oTthe injury or
damage which the child may have sustained. We inquire inn)
the causative factors, then examine:

A) the (sk. Should the child remain in the home? and
B) the treatability of the situation.
Is there potential for rehabilitation and, if so, is the risk too

high for the child hit remain in the home? Treatment and
seryices are then provided to stabilize the'home situation and
to correct the conditions that led to the abuse or neglect.

In sonic cases, by far the minority, it is necessary to
invoke the authority of the court. In a good child protective
setting, not more than 10 percent of the cases ever wind up in
.ourt. These are the ca%es where the child is at great risk should
he remain in the home. We have to put our best foot forward
in order to present a case so that the court can truly act on
behalf of the child. The court may do this only if we have
prepared the content which needs to be presented to the court
in terms of evidence and hard facts. The court may then say,
"I find this child to be deprived; I find the child to be a
neglected child." The child then comes within the jurisdiction
of the-.court, which may make a disppsition in the child's best
interest.

What li have found, kraveling around the nation, is that in
most instances only lip se vice is given to the concept of
adequately preparing the if-cult case that needs to be
presented in court. In i any communities, the legal
representation given ty the protective services', worker comes
from a county sol!citor. They are very qualified people, but
also very busy people. They do not have the time toD give to a
neglect case that it deserves. What I have seen happen is that
just before the case is called to trial, aftv all the "preparation"
has been handled by the caseworker, the county attorney
rush's in and says, "Here I am, what is this case all about?" In
two minutes he prepares the case. This is not doing justice to
the situation.

I am not derogating the obligation or responsibility of the
persons or their dedication to their work. They are busy
people and are unable to allocate the time to a responsibility,
which, in the minds .of many county attorneys, is not aS great
a responsibility as other litigation they are engagedin. What is
needed and should be provided is a staff counsel.



Perhaps if thew is a rich enough comity attorneys
department, one membei of that staff could be assigned
full-time to the. Department of Social Services to give advice
and counsel in these cases. Whichever way it is done, duCie

rarould be lime- allocated to the Department so that wpen a
1 workel makes a decision to take a case to court that is, a

social work decision, not a legal one tW worker then will be
given the advice, counsel and consultation needed in the
plena at ion of the case.

One of the things that needs to be done is a leview of the
data woh the wolkei, in !elms of the worker's kinswledge of
the situation. This leview as needed so that a detenninatiim
may be made of the calthel, quality and quantity of the
evidence available fol sustaining the petitiMi. Pat of the
iesponsibility .01 the legal consultant would be to advise the
worker whet het there is a enough evidence. If there is not, the
advice-should be in telms of what else is needed and how that
additional evidence may be acquired to support the case. The
expel! in toms of evidence is the-lawyer, who shoult1 be
avaitable to give that consultation to the wm ker.

The-second element in terms of preparation is the matter of
inteiviewing the witne-ses. This involves determining which
witnesses you have at

.

l 1 what they are going to say. There is
nollung mole disc( certmg to a lawyer than to have a witness
take the stand and have him testify about something when the
lawyer. does not know what the lull content of the evidence
will he. There is nothing more disconcerting.to a witness than
ism knowing .w.h.at questions will be asked. That preparation
on both sides should occur before the matter is taken to-court .

Tim, Jjaird element should be the preparation of the
petition. The petition is a legal docnment, not a social work
doctunent. In too many communities it is prepared and
drafted by social wolkers. This is a highly technical document4
which needs to be prepay ed by someone competent in the law.
This is a responsibility that social workers should not have to
t a ke .

Filially conies the presentation. Ilow the case is presented
in .couit will determine the outcome of that case. flow it is
presented In court depends upon who is trying the case. If the
county attorney or .county Solicitor is unprepared, except for
the little intelpretation given prior to the, trial, he does not
know what to ask or how to present the case. He does not
4(now what to expect from the sticial worker or what to expect
fronr,the witnesses. He does not know what kind of expert
tkstimony the caseworker is bringing into court, what the
nature of it is, and what he will have to face in terms of
knowing what cross (eamination will be made of his witnesses.
The kella.kftion of the case would involve knowing how to
present it what to present, and when and in what sequence to
present the witnesses.

Am I talking about a utopian situation or what should be
here and now? In view of. the fact that you have a new
mandate in Pennsylvania 1aw:7in which so nu areas are so
closely defined: I Cannot help but wonder wh there is no
provision for legal representation or staff counsel, or
assignment of a full-time representative of the county
solicitor's office to your agency so this kind of relationship
could be establislwd.

. This is a cooperative relationship, and the lawyer who is
representing the petition advances your cause. The lawyer who
is presenttlig evidence on behalf of the agency is advocining
the cause for the child as interpreted and seen byl the
caseworkei and the agency:. In a process which frequently
occurs this lawyer and the parent's banter may get together

for compromise and adjustment of action. His representation
of the Department should carry with it an understaOhngiliat
no determination Or-decision in terms of Adjustment' should
occur without consulting the caseworkel. This definitely is a
step that needs to occul. .

When a case is tried in court undel Pennsylvania law, similar
to the law in most stateg, we have what is called a bifurcated
hearing. There are two.parts to the hearing the fir"st part is
the adjudicator y or fact-finding hearing. In that hearing, the
court It Solely conce rned with the hard facts of the matter
what happened, how did it happen, where (lid it happen and
'what was the impact On thVchild. On the basis of the
examination of the hard evidence, the conrt makes a decision
whether or not this is a deprived child.

Once the judge decides that the evidence presented is of
sufficient whglit in that this was a true case of deprivation, the
court then moves to the second phase of its responsibility, the
dispositional hearing. The court may dO this immediately after
the finding in the adjudicatory hearing of, if he has any real
concen for getting sound dispositianal ad4e, hold it-at- a
haler. date. This would allow for the gathering of the kind of.
information ttcessary to help liMi decide what would be the
best order. lie, as a judge, crld make tlie decision truly meet
the best interest of the child.

In this aspect or the hearing, there is a relaxation of the
court process. In the disposition hearing, pre juvenile court
becomes a socialized court. The legalism which 'must be
present during the adjudication healing is not apparent and is
not required during the dispositional hearing. The court inay
hear anyone Aho has any information to Offer which will
guide the judge in making a better disposition. The
caseworker, with the advice of counsel. can now offer his or
her opinion of what would be the best way to handle the
situation after the finding of deprivation. Usually the
(I ispositions available to the court include the following:

1) Protective supervision, which means leaving the custody
_ of the child with the parents under conditions prescribed

by the court and under supervisionby the agency;
2) Temporary placement with someone other than the

parents, such as a relative" or another social agency
within the community;

3) Placement of the child, omensibly temporary but with a

longer range view in mind, with the offer of necessary
.service implied in terms of helping the parents readjust
their lives so that the child can be returned to the honie.

One important element social workers need to be aware of
is that in an adjudicatory hearing you are testifying tv the
conditions as you have identified them conditiong yf neglect
or abuse, the circumstances, the impa0 On the child, and all
other knowledge you may have about the case'. The role which
the attorney for (lie parents will play in 'seeking out the truth
dr may be helpful to his clients is to determine what effOrts,
if Jiny, they have made to rehabilitate prior to taking the case
to court. This is the philosophy expressed in the law.

The intent of the law is to provide .a vehicle for protective
social services so that children may be protected, neglect and
abuse may be prevented, the family stabilized and the
intactness of the/family maintained wherever possible. This is
an arca where ydu will be examined and the question is, what
have you done to seek to live up to the requirements of the
law which says this is an obligation we have towards the
family, parents and child. Part...of the preparation which I
would hope the counsel would make is to review what we, as
an agency and community, !Ave done to help those parents.
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF CHILD ABM AND NEGgECT

Judge Gilfert

It is my intent and objective to present a judicial
perspective in child abuse and neglect cases. As custody judge,
I handle all casesmvolvigiproblems relating to the custody of
children in Westmoreland County. I would like to review some
recent and profound changes that have occurred In our judicial
process deahng with abuse and neglect cases. The courts play a
vital role in the success or failure of the welfare and protective
servkes provided to the children of our Commonwealth.

Many times law enforcement officers, social workers and
the general public have difficulty in understanding the role of
a judge in child abuse and neglect cases. A judge's tnnction is
complicated by mixed emotions in that he is caught betweew
the objectives of the social worker in his/her effort to
rehabilitate the family unit and the law enforcement officer's
efforts to convict and punish the individuals who abuse and
neglect their children. The conflict of these mixed emotions
makes the judge's role more difficult.

A judge must consciously tight against his instinctive and
spontaneous sympathy for the neglected and abused, lovable
and defenseless children. He must appreciate the importance
of a judicial posture untainted with sympathy, bias or
prejudice:. This, many times, lies between the good and
dedicated efforts of the social worker to 'rehabilitate and
maintain the family unit and the prosecution which seeks to
avenge the abused and convict the abuser. The "just decision"
often makes the judge unpopular to all parties involved.

I am greatly concerned about the court's role in the overall
picture of child welfare and protection in Westmoreland
County. Up until the time I became custody judge, our courts
had conducted short and informal hearings in child custody
matters even when they related to child abuse and neglect.
Rarely were fulihearings conducted or a transcript made of
the proceedings. The adverse parties Were practically mandated
to arrive at a compromise which would be incorporated into a
consent order.

The compromise was a bilateral bargaining away of the
children's rights and welfare; however, the child was rarely
represented in the bargaining process. No record was made of
the testimony which supposedly substantiated and justified
die consent decree.

The expeditious handling of judicifil matters is a realistic
factir in our judicial process; however: the informal and
cursory treatment of custody cases including neglect and
abuse, c:ustody change and/or visitatjon rights bothered my
sense of priorities.

In addition to my function as custody judge, I carry a full
load of court cases and handle every type of case except those
dealt with in the Orphan's Court. To convey the idea of the.
size and time consumed by this caseload, consider the
following:

In July, 1976, out of maximum court time of 110 hours, I
spent 97 hours, 55 minutes actually on the bench in court. In
my first year as a custody judge, I handled 146 custody cases,
61 from the children's bureau and 85 dealing With custody
and/or visitation. The actual "in court" time devoted to these
cases took 245 hoars or 45 days of court time. This does not
include informalrmeetings with the Children's Bureau

'discussing problems which are resolved without "in court"
time, or discussion with attorneys about custody and visitation
problems. The mosi difficult task is finding titne to hold
hearings within reasonable or prescribed times and still
continue other judicial activities.

Prom this broad exposure to Many types of judicial
proceeding's, I was convinced that we 'were mixed up in our
sense of priorities. We are giving more attention to criminal
cases and other civil cases than we are to those involving
custody. These are the cases that seriously affect the lives of
children and the lives of their families. Which type of case is
more important and deserves the expenditure of more court
time and judicial expense? We still spend more judicial time
and attvtion on other types of civil and criminal cases;
however, I now have no difficulty in emphatically stating that
a child's life and well being are more important than a smashed
fender, broken arm, or the rights of an accused adult criminal.

I fully realize that expediting cases is a practical and
essential factor in judicial process, however, I became
determined to treat custody cases with greater formality in
that I -would, in every case involving abuse, neglect or even a
change of custody, make a judicial determination based upon
evidentiary input'. This pvidence in all cases would be recorded
for appellate evaluation. Even voluntary placements and
consent decrees would be effectuated by at least a petition
setting forth the evidentiary facts under affidavit.

All cases involving abuse, neglect or compulsory
involvement of the Children's Bureau would be judicially
determined after full hearing where testimony would be
presented under oath and subject to direct and
cross-examination. According to our prior practice, most cases
were resolved by consent decrees after the attorneys and the
Children's Bureau supervisor presented their respective
positions to the judge, informally.

I noticed that in this procedure, it -was the skill and
personality of the attorney, rather than the merits of a
particular side that were the influencing factors. It is surprising
how the picture changes and resolutions become more definite
after the judge has had an opportunity to personally Observe
sworn testimony from the parties actually involved in the
problem.

Some of the basic guidelines. men ted are:
I . All cases of child abuse add/or glect would be resOlved

by full and formal hearing w erein testimony would gb
presented under oath and subject to cross-examinatioa

2. Before there is a change of custody to or from the
Children's Bureau, I would be notified by the
caseworker or his supervisor, personally or by petitioner.,
All 'changes in custody would be effectuated by court
order after evidentiary input;

3. In all hearings, caseworkers and supervisors would testify
formally and under oath relative to their involvement,
investigation and recommendations;

4. There would be no rubber stamp orders;
I effectuated a personal and closer relationship between
personnel of the Children's Bureau and the court. There
would be easier accessibility to the courts;
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A conscious effort On my part to exeicise understanding
and patience wihtarents and the pioblems which-hiing
hein to the Children's Bureall and/oi my court ;

lii coopeiation with (KU new county comnussionei 5, we7.

Lieated a new position of assistant county solicitoi
whose primary iesponsibility would be to advise and
iepiesent the Children's Buicau. In fact, Oinis attending
this seminal. In my opinion, this is one of the greatest
impiovements to out idicial inocess involving all types
of cases in (nu Cluldien's Buicau, especially cluld abuse
and neglect cases.

Child abuse and neglect cases are 'generally the toughest
cases that (he Bureau has to deal with fiom a legal point of
view. Because of the criminal. implications, competent
evidence is generally hard to come by and is often difficult to
segregate flow inadmissible evidence. With the advent of the
new Child hotective Set vices Act, the function of the
Childien's Bureau is definit ly legally complex, especially in
ale arca of.child abuse and iglec t. Adequate and capable legal
representation is an ind pensable factor to a successful
operlition.

The new ielationship between the judge and Children's
Burea'u personnel had a definite effect on improving morale
and the incentive to do a thorough and good job. The

S

va,
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caseworkers and supervisors became a visible and effective
wheel in the ultimate determination that beneficially changed
the future lives of children.

fiunly believe that the Children's Buiean !HMI have a
solicitor who is readily available for opinions and presentation
of cases to Me coui ts; I firmly believe that the courts must be
readily available to the Childrtli's Bureau to make those
decisions that Only a judge Can make.

A judge's role in casesinvolving child abuse and neglect is a
dii ficult one, and he of she plays a iellective tole III Stich cases.
The doctors, muses, school officials, social workers and
Children's Ihuedu personnel must realize that the judge's
decision can only reflect the work they contribute to the
judicial proceedings. Insufficient evidence or erroneous
evidence will prodiwe a wrong and unjust jildicial. decision. Be
patient, understanding and cooperative when asked to
formally present evidence. Judicial hearings are' governed by
rules of evidence and in many situations your personal
testimony is required and indispensable.

Much of our efforts will not produce monetary rewards.
Because we are dealing with the well-being of our youth, die
reward we receive will be bountiful and gratifying. We ,are
truly the bridge builders for our youth.



MEbICAL ASPECTS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT:
PIIIIMSOPHY OF PRACTICE

jotin Ad1er,

Physicians ot nurses cannot see themselves as puiely
acadenuc providers of medical services. We must be able to see
the family and plc medical situation in perspective of the
social context. Iitdical personnel often tiy to avoid social or
psychological aspects of the medical problem and treat it as
purely as scientific illness, but child abuse is one "disease- in
which one cannot ignore the social and psychological aspects.
There is a need to expand the understanding of a social
context which causes increased Violence toward children and
among people in society.

The medicalleml aspects in child abuse also cannot be
ignored. There is -a legal, as well as a moral, responsibility to
report,,,,sn'spected child abuse, so that the child can 'be
protected and further abuse avoided. There must be an
understanding that child abuse is i'ound in all socio-economic
and rail groups. An attempt must be made not to let
personal prejudices or personal identification stand in the way
of approphate identification arrti treatment of child abuse.

There must also be an understanding that, although
economic factors play a very important role in contributing to
the stress within the' family that results in child abuse, there
are also many forms of stress within a family that is not
economically disadvantaged which will lead to the same type
of behavior.

SUSRECTING AND RECOGNITION OF CHILD ABUSE OR
NEGLECT

First, I would like to talk about the demography of child
abuse. This is a listing of facts:

Child abuse is seen throughout all socio-economic and
racial groups.
The average age of an abused child is under the age of,
four, with most being under the age of two years (this.is
frequently because older children have a better ability to
defend themselves, or run away from child abuse).
The incidence of abused male children is equal to that of
abused female children, although the fatality rate of
abuse'd .giris is higher than that of boys. Whites have a
higher percentage rate than non-whites of child abuse in
studies where controlsboe'been used.
Parents of abused child'reli are in general younger titan
controls.
Families where child abuse is occurring are frequently
more mobile than non-abusive families (they arc found
to change address more often).
Families frequently have a prior record of child abuse.
The abused child often has a sibling who has been
abused.
The abusing parent has often been abused as a child.
The death rate of an incident of child abuse ranges
anywhere from four to 25 percent, depending On the
study.

In order to suspect and recognize child abdse, one must
have a high index of suspicion. The nursing profession has
defined what is called the high-risk family in terms of child
abuse. These high-risk families can frequeptly be picked up in

prenatal or pediahic clinics. They consist of: families where
the child is unwanted; the parents have unrealistic
expectations of -then childien in terms of asking the child to
support them, or expecting the child to have age-inappropriate
physical or psychological ability. These families may conic to
the doctor with many complaints for which no "cause" can be
found, but which are ways of asking for help.

In terms of. a medical history in a case of child abuse, these
arc some things to look for:

The history that is given about the injury does not go
along with.the physical findings. It seems in sonic way to
be an unlikely or unusual story.
Frequently, the interviewer gets the feeling that the
parent is holding back information.
There may be a record of multiple visijs to various
hospitals.
There may be a history ot family stress, either marital
problems, nibney problems, unemployment, drugs or.
housing.
Often the family will come ill with ,a complaint that is
quite minor compared to the extent of the actual
'physical injuries, or the compla int may be totally
unrelated to the degree of injury or neglect.
Often there is an inordinate delay from the time of
stated injury to the time that the family seeks help.
Vcry often the parents give an inappropriate reaction to
the severity of the injury; they may seem distant,
detached, unconcerned, or in sonic way not in touch
with the seriousness of the problem.

In the physical examination, these are some things to look
for

There is often an inappropriate response of the child to
the parents or vice versa. For instance the child may not
turn to the parent for support 'during a painful
examination. The parent might be observed to be asking
support from a child.
You may see generalized neglect a dirty,
malnourished, irritable, withdrawn child.
The injtvies that arc seen in chronic abuse are usually of
a minor, but numerous nature, such as bruises, abrasions,
burns, soft tissue swelling, head trauma, old scars or
heated wounds.
There may be evidence of old or new fractures or
dislocations. 't

There may be symptoms of drug ingestions, drug
overdose or drug withdrawal.
The child may be comatose or in a severely ill state, With
a history that doesnl give any reason for this.
The child may have seizures, which may actually be
secondary to head .trauma.
The child may show radiological evidence of old or
recent fractures ,or trauma that are unrelated to the
problem for which the x-rays were taken. In other
words, there may be incidental findings of old or new
fractures when this was not weviously suspecled.
The child may have an unexiMainablt surgical situation,
such as internal bleeding, fc4. which" there is no
appropriate story or reason given in the history.



These are examples .0f what might be seen by physictans or
a, nurse wilio first encounters such a chiki, which should alert
the doctor or die nurse to the question of child abuse of
negleci.

THE HOSPITAL REPORTING CHILD ABUSE

It ir a tact that most cases of child abuse int reported by
large medical. facilities. 'there are reasons for this,.sonte of
,which lime to do withk.the'leportIng agencies and some, with
the patients themselves. I am going to discuss the factors that
.canse the large methcal facthties to become the reporters.

. hist there is a lack of ieports coming from private offices.
This will, of course, cause a much higher petcentage of reports
of chik abuse to be generated by hospitals. This deficiency of
iepot from pitvate offices stems from the following factots-.

A. A 'Wine by the private physician to recognize the
problem of a child abuse. Many times if a physician is
not geared to think about the possibility of child abuse,
he 01 she" may exannne a child with many signs of
pity sical abose, but not make the connection that this is
a case of potential child abuse . Only by alerting ilw
private physicians and narses to the problem of child
abuse L:an their index, of suspicion be raised to the point
where they will he on the lookOut lot recognition of
potential_cases.

B. Often a private physician will use the defense of denial
to avoid_recognumg the problem of child abuse, beouse
ttf a lack of desne to deal with this. problem. Often the
question of aiiid abuse evbkes many unpleasant
emotions in the...physician aria makes her or him hesitant
to initiate a process that will be emotionally- trying, both
for het/himself and foi the parents. . si

C. Thew is freqtiently an ignorance by the pri;,,ate physician
of the mandate to report child abuse. This is due to the
rapidly changing laws, An attempt must be made to
educate the niedical community concerning the mandate
to repolt suspicion of abust or neglect.

.

D There is often a reluctance on the iratt of the private
doctor or... nurse to report a private 'patient Out Of
concern about jeoparditifig.their relationship with the
patient. Tbis is a very v id concern, because the filing of
the report often alienat he patient from the physician.
However, priorities must, be kept iri Mind and the
physicatt must be willing to risk the loss of the patient
because of the priority to proteqthe child from further
abuse and possible death, Ofteb,- if the reporting is
handled Well by the physician and the primary point
stressed is concern for the safety of the child, the
parents will work through their anger towards the doctor
mid t he eventual outcome will be one of a continuing
relationship between the physician and the parepts.
Often the families are seeking help and will be grateful
that their private physician, with`whom thRy akready
have a. relationship, is recognizing the prOblem and
offering them help. ,

E. There is a fear of legal reprisals. In all states with child
abuse legislation, the physician is not only iiven legal
immunity in these cases, but is required to report a

suspicion of abuse or neglect by law. A-failure to report
this suspicion leaves the physician legally at risk:

F. There is concern about patient-physician confidentiality.
In general, child abuse casekare handled With the utmost

possible confidentiality. After the investigation takes
place, if no abuse or neglect is found there are provisions
for'expunging the repOrt from the records aftei a period
of' lime hat; elavsed.

--AG. Fiequendy there is a feeliiig of futih'iy on the patt of the
private doctor that nothing will be done,11 A report is
filed. This is especially titre in pints of the cminti'y. where theie are no specialized child abuse setvices.

It is often true that tiling the report will not tesult in
any positive action for the family.-Howtwer, once again,
the priority must be the removal of the abused child
from fiirther danger. In such areas where no specializ.ed
programs are available, the role of. the Medical
community should be to push for funding stich services.

II. There- is a reluctance to become involved in the legal
process. This is also a vet), valid concern becata the
time spent in court is .often .a burden out the private
physician. In Iiireas with active child abuse programs,
arrangements can often be made to minintizie the,
antount of time a physician has to spend in court. '.

I. There is an inadequacy in medical education about the
problem of child 'abuse, and many Private practitioners

** are not fully aware of the problem itself, or of the
sociological aspects. In order Ao.deal with this, medical
schools and continuing education programs should
provide ongoing information out the problem of child
abnse, its causes, and its treatment...

.1. Often the private practitioner, in a suburban location,
feels an identification with his or her patients and,
because of this, that these parerfis cannot kie child
abusers. The protilem is seen as one which affects people
of low socioleconomic. status or racial minorities
exclusively. Often the physician's identification with his
patients will blind hint to the problems that he sees. This
is a very difficult problem to overcome, and can only be
dealt with Arough extensive education in the medical
community.

Separate from the re )orter factors are the patient factors:
The cases of m Fatima usually are taken to large city
hospitals.
The abusive fitmily frequently tends to seek anonymity
in the services from a large city hospital.
Many families become hospital shoppers, going from one
ohospital to another in an attempt to seek help. Often
they are disappointed wben one hospital fails to
recognize the problem of child abuse and fails to give
them any assistance: -tberefdre, they go looking to

' another and yet another hospital. .

Tha..untrained eye frequently will suspect more child
Ouse than is really going on in a large hospital, where
much trauma is seen. Frequently prejudices about low

. socio-economic status patients who get their primary ,

care at large hospitals causes thent to be the victims of
this over-interpretation of child abuse.A

RESULTS OF .UNREPORTED ABUSE
i

The average death rate of any particular incident of child
abuse ranges between four and 25 percent, depending on the
study. The average age of a child abuse victim at death is less
than three. A study has shown that 44 percent of abused
children hid been previously abused. 53 percent have siblings
who have, been abused.. 16 percent of abused children had to

a
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itdergo serious surgery or other procedures. There is a very
high recidivism raw With serious outcome, including dCaths
and permanent breairamage, in incidents of repeated abuse.
These are all things to consider in failing to report your
suspicions 91cluld abuse.

The outcome of reportinea suspected abuse is frequently
and unfortunately quite variable and depends on whether or
not there is a proiram in your area that is equipped to deal
.with this as a specialired problem. There have been .studiq
showing 3 recidivism rate of only about 5 percent in families

1,1

who were somehow hooked into a specialized child abuse
rehabilitation program.

The goals for' the future should be early recognition and
prevention* child abuse. At the present time,- however,
because of the scarcity of pogroms, the priority must be to
address services temards the family where 'actual abnso is
occurring, ln the future, if services and education are
expanded, it should be possible fo recognize the potential
abuse cases and ofkr servke4 to the family before the abuse
becomes a sad reality.

)11



'MEDICAL ASI*CTS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

John B. Reinhart, M.D.

PROCEDURE FOR SEXUAL ABUSE CASES IN CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
Pittsburgh, PA

When children are brought to the Emergency Room with ae
chief coMplaint of sexual abuse or when, in the process of
examining a child, sexual abuse is suspected, the following
should be implemented:

I . The Emergency Robm doctor should dispassionately and
matter-orfactly obtain the hislory from the parents
alone, and from the child alone. If the ER doctor needs
lylp with such a problem, he can contact the outpatient
chief resident, one of the ambulatory senior staff, or th
senior resictent on-call at night.

2. In recording the history, include details relating to date,
time, place and circumstances of the incident, as well as
the nanie and description of the alleged abuser (if,

knowii). If any witnesses were present, these names
, should be taken also.

.t

3: Physical Exam. .Complete general physical should be
, performed, as well as an external exam of the genitalia.

A diagram of any. gential Mjuries should be included in
the description of the physical findings. Usrially in small
children no further exam is necessary unless an external
exam suggests evidence of a significant intravaginal
laceration. In such cases, the child should be admitted
for exam under anesthesia. In pubescent patients a full
pelvic exam may be done if the, external exam indicates

6 that this is necessary. ..7

4. Lab Specimens. If. the patient is pubescent and has been
raped, within 24 to 72 hours of the examination, an
aspirate- of vaginal secretions may be obtained using a
small syringe, and-can be sent to the lab to cheek for the
presence of sperm. There is no indication, for culturing
for venereal disease following an alleged aisault unless a
p'urulent vaginal discharge is present. This.coMplication
is not likely to occur for several days following the

i incident.
.

In small children there is no indication for obtaining
specimens unless there is a purulent discharge, Any
prepubescent child with a vaginal discharge which grows
neisseria gonorrhea ,on culture must be "SCANned" and
reported to -the Department of Public Health. These
children usually do not mention sexual' contact in the

. history, but such an infection in a preadolescent is
almost invariably contracted by sexual contact.

5. Risk of Pregnancy. If the child is post-menarchael, it is
important to determine when in her menstrual cycle the
incident .occurred. -If she is seen within 72 hours of the
alleged rape and it appears that she is at any risk of-
P r nancy, then the resident in the Emergency Room
sho ld be notified and he/she will have the necessary
med ation to prevent impfanatiap available for the
family to obtain, if they so desire.

6. Hospitalization. This is not necessary, as a rule, unless
the injuries are extensive, or the physician and maid
worker involved in the . case feel that the child is at
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significant risk of further abuse if he or she should
return home.

7. Coumieding. Social Service should be consulted on all
cases. During the daytime social workers are available to
see all such cases; at night the social worker on call may
elect to come in dr follow up on the case the next day,-
depending on the circumstances. The social worker will
be responsible for all non-medical follow up, and will
also arrapge for psychiatric consultation for the child
and family if necessary.

8. Scan Reporting. All prepubescent children should be
viewed and treated as potential scan cases, and scan
procedures should be followed accordingly. Reports to
the police'should beat the discretion of the parents, and
they should be advised of their legal rights to do so.
Social workers can help parents with this procedure.

9. Under all circuniStances parents should be informed, lit a
'matter-of-fact manner, of the presence and extent of any
injury or of the absence of injury. If there is no
likelihood of any _long-term sequelae, this should be
explained clearly, in order to reassure the parents and
the child.

These parents will often need an opportunity to
discuss their feelings outside of the child's presence.
They usually also need some short-term counseling to
help them work through their feeling and avoid
superimposing their own anxieties bn the child.
Supportiveness and understanding on- the part. of the
examining physicians are invaluable.

2,8



SOCIAL SERVICE ASPECTS OF. CHILD ABUSE AND NEcLECT

James Delsordo, A.('.S.W.

Most child welfare agencies iesponsible for managing
parental abuse of hildien ale experiencing a dramatic increase
in the demand for their services. Child abuse is becoming a
household word, and it seems that everyone in the helping
prolession is seeking ways to become involved. Information
relative to child abtise is coming from all sources, lay and
professional. and clear-cut schools of thought are taking shape.

Some "experts" insist that parents can be "educated" out
of their abusive patterns with gentle, understanding,
"re-mothering". Others insist that the cycle of abuse can only
be broken by removing abused children and permanently
placing them in a more whdlesome environment.

We child welfare workers, who have lived with the problems
of child abuse (or a decade or more, know that this complex
phenomenon is not -going to be contained by any extreme or
simplistic approach. We, therefore, keep striving (1.) convert our
on-the-job experienc'e into strategies which will enable us to
deal more effectively with the very delicate task of protecting
vulnerable children,

One such strategy in use at the Bucks County Department
of Child Welfare is a model, classifying various types of child
abuse so that an appropriate ;plan of service may be
formulated. The classification model is based on three maim
considerations:

) The degree of injury inflicted.
2)-The probability of the abuse recurring.
3) The physical and psychological availability of the

parents to help.
Key formulations underpinning this model are:
I ) There is a child abuse spectrum which ranges all the way

from spanking to homicide. We, therefore, must
differentiate the nature of abuse referrals.

2) Child abuse referrals must be assigned a time priority
depending on the nature"and circumstances of the abuse.
We must, therefore, respond with the apprwriate degree
of authority and .speed, depending -on the assessed
gravity of the child abuse incident.

3) Some abuse situations can be controlled 'and reversed,
and some situations cannot be controlled, even with
massive doses of help from all existing resources. We,
therefore, must be realistic in our goals by not allowing
children to remain in danger while we develop fancy
t reat men t plans.

The Bucks County Model for assessing and managing
situations of child abuse contains the following categories:

) Abuse by mentally ill parents When a child is abused
by a mentally ill parent, separation of the allusive parent
and the abused child is imperative. The concern is not:
how do we Manage this problem'? The concern is how
can we hest effect a separation which is least traumatic
to all parties concerned? The abused and the abuser need
help quickly and decisively. The long-range prognosis for
the abuser is bleak indeed.

2) Abuse by psychopathic parents When a child is being
abused by a psychopathic parent, it may take a longer
period of time for the extent of the destructive pattern
to unfold, but before long it will become apparent that
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there is no potential for this type of parent to be!
salvaged. Parents in this category make promises easily
to stop drinking to stop using drugs to stop wxually
molesting then children. But they cannot pioduce. They
cannot control their destructive behavior.i/

Once again, it soon boils down to die question of
how can we best effect a separation which is, least
traumatic to all partiq concerned. The prognosis for this
type of abuser is bleaker than for the psychotic abuser.

3) Abuse by inadequate, personalities In this type Df
abuse we have the baffling ,syndrome known as the
battered child. Time and time again practitioners have
been optimistic in thinking that child-battering parents
could be successfully treated. Overwhelmingly, their
calculations have been proven wrong by the reappearancg
at the hospital of the previously injured child.

In this type of child abuse, the abuser and the abused
must be separaterk If there can ever be a reunion of the
two parties, it is so far into the future that it is not part
of immediate treatment strategy. Even when the
non-abusing parent separates from the abusing parent, .
there always exists the danger of parental reunion before
any of the problems which' provoked The abuse have
been significantly resolved.

4) Abuse by stem, disciplinary parents In this type of
situation we have the cold, rigid, dictatorial kind of
parent, who will tolerate no deviation from the "rules".
This type of parent is unconifortable to be near, and
may become enraged by behavior.which other parents
would find only mildly offensive.

This type of child abuse can be interrupted, and
change frequently takes place. Here we have families
which often arc stalwarts in the church and community,
never having Full afoul a the law. They are so

embarraised and angered by the intrusion of an official
outsider, that they do almost anything requested of
them just to get rid of the social worker from the child
welfare agency.

As protective service workers WC, of course, prefer
deep, lasting behavioral and attitudinal change. But we
can accept superficial behavioral change 'as the next best
thing from some people. Some schools of thought claim
that a modification of behavior sometimes is shortly
followed by a shift toward a more positively oriented
attitude. We are not sure about that. We do know that
many clients of ours do change considerably; yet they
will never acknowledge it.

5) Abuse by displacement of parental aggression Imi this,
type of abuse we have situations in which Some clear-cut
problem is being projected onto the child, who has
become the target of parental frustrations and hostility..
This type Of abusive behavior often mimics the battered
child category in that there is usually severe marital
conflict, an "unplanned for" child, a badly-handled
union or separation, etc.

However, in displaced aggression situation's, the ,
children are older, and are rarely in danger of a fatal

I.



beating. The parents Involved usually manifest extensive
felings of gmh are able to control then behavioi, and
deiliumstiale the gieatest capacity to use inofessional
help towaid leversing then alinsive behavior. The
'm44110515 III this type of abuse snuatnin is good.

In the initial resealch which pioduced this typology, 80
caixs of gross physical abuse were studied. Twenty-five fell
into the- hist thiee categories and were 'classified as

uncontrollable. Istfiylive of the abuse cases resulted from
haish disciplinaty patents. and displaced paiental aggiession.
These' !C5 situations were classified as contiollable, for in each
'instance the obiective of tho protective intervention was
achieved. that Is, the abusive pat tein was cont rolled, and it did
not recur, as far an we-know. The Bucks County model as

developed in 1901 It was refined by different researche in4
19672 and 19723

We recognize that there may be some overlap in the ty4ies
of child abuse documented in this plesentafion, We also
concede that, like it-In not, the skill of the plactitioner does
play a part in how effectively service is provided and used.

r
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This is particularly true when functioning from an
authoritative base to entei the lives of involuntary clientele.

In this model, the primary helping modality employed is
the casework method. This simply means thin the abusiug
paients Weie engaged in a piofessional ielanonship geared to:
helping them understand that there was a significant problem
in then lives; holding them sufficiently in focus to recognize
their part in the problem; and enabling them to develop more
acceptable and satisfying shategies to manage their problems

if it was within then capacity.
This mateiial is meant to be a summary of one systeni

designed to manage incidents of seveio child abuse. It is not
meant to demonstrate how casework skillS are applied to
resolve relationship problems.

James Delsordo, Protective Caseworker (or Abused Children.
C111LDIMN, November December, 1963.

1 Serapio Zalba, The Abused ('hild: A Typology- tor Treatment, Sochi)
Work, January, 1967.

3 Maurice J. Boisvert, The Battered Chikl Syndroae, Social Casework,
(k-tobor, 1972. -
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